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The article summarizes the data obtained in long-term research on working conditions estimates and studying damages to hearing organs in workers employed at petrochemical plants. We chose workers employed at five basic organic synthesis productions as an object of our study; these productions include ethylene-propylene, ethylbenzene-styrene, organic alcohols production (butanol and 2-ethylhexanol), phthalic anhydride.

We detected that heating furnaces, compressors, and pumps were the main noise sources at the examined productions. Our research revealed that noise levels at the examined productions varied from 60 to 99 decibel, and calculated equivalent noise levels reached the 3 hazard class with 1st and 2nd hazard degree.

Audiometric research showed that signs of impacts exerted by noise on hearing organs of workers belonging to basic occupational groups (processing machine operators and pumps and compressor operators) occurred authentically more frequently than in case of control equipment mechanics and automatic equipment operators (comparison group) (<0.001). The highest risk of occupational hearing loss was detected for drivers while the same pathology evolved 1.5–2.0 times less frequently in processing machines operators. Frequency of hearing organs damage in all basic occupational groups authentically increased as working period grew. Signs of such damage increased dramatically in processing machines operators’ group after 10 years of work but still the overall level was slightly lower than in drivers’ group.

It is shown that the most efficient measures of collective protection aimed at noise reduction are application of low-noise technological equipment, acoustic protection (sound insulation and sound absorption, etc), remote control, as well as rational labor and leisure regime. Medical care and vocational rehabilitation of people with occupational hearing loss also contribute significantly into sensory deafness prevention.
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Occupational disease of a hearing organ is a vital problem all over the world [19,21,24]. As per World Health Organization data, sensory hearing loss of noise etiology has been constantly leading among other occupational diseases in economically developed countries. However, it has recently tended to go down as national programs aimed at protection from noise have been implemented [17,23].

In Russia in-plant noise is also one of the
leading adverse factors at working places in most industries. Nowadays occupational hearing loss becomes more significant, socially and economically [1,4,6,16]. As per Rospotrebnadzor data, one third of workers undergo in-plant noise impacts these days. It determines a growth in occupational hearing loss levels, especially in the structure of diseases related to physical factors impacts [10].

Sensory hearing loss is one of the prevailing diseases in overall occupational morbidity structure. Its specific weight has doubled over the last decade (from 13.5% to 27.2%). Its specific weight is even higher among diseases caused by impacts which physical factors of working environment exert on workers (59%) [10,13,15].

It is well known that if noise impact on a human body is long-term, it leads to auditory analyzer fatigue which can result in persistent hearing loss if there is no sufficient rest [3, 20]. Auditory analyzer examining with the use of pure tone audiometry is an important diagnostic technique aimed at detecting signs of specific impacts exerted by in-plant noise on a hearing organ [2,14].

Petrochemical industry belongs to such branches where in-plant noise is one of adverse working environment factors, together with air pollution in working areas and unfavorable microclimate [7, 8, 18, 22, 25].

More and more powerful equipment has been applied in petrochemical industry recently, and it has resulted in more intense in-plant noise at working places [5, 8, 20].

Our research goal was to assess probability of occupational hearing organs disorders in workers employed at contemporary petrochemical production basing on dose assessment of in-plant noise.

Data and methods. We chose five petrochemical productions as our research object; they were ethylene-propylene production, ethylbenzene-styrene production (old one with small capacity and modern one with large capacity), organic alcohols production (butanol and 2-ethylhexanol), phthalic anhydride production.

All hygienic research at the examined productions was accomplished in accordance with the current standard-methodological documents, namely: State Standard 12.1.005-88, Hygienic Standard 2.2.5.1313-03, Sanitary Standard 2.2.4/2.1.8.562-96, Sanitary Rules and Standards 2.2.548-96, P.2.2.2006-05.

We assessed hearing organs state in 1,597 workers whose occupations were processing equipment operators, pumps and compressors operators, supervisory instruments and automatic equipment (SI and AE) mechanics.

In order to determine qualitative and quantitative features of hearing function we performed pure tone threshold audiometry in 125-8000 Hz frequency range as per air and bone sound conduction and sound perception according to conventional technique with the use of Interacoustics AD229 audiometer [9,12].

Results and discussion. Technological processes at organic synthesis production are continuous and are controlled remotely. Most technological equipment such as reactors, rectifying columns, tanks, reservoirs, industrial pipelines, separators, heat exchange units, furnaces etc., is placed outside workshops on outdoor grounds. The only exception is pumps and compressors which are placed inside workshops.

Most intense noise at the examined productions occurs due to heating furnaces, compressors, pumps, air cooling condensers as well as compressed air moving in the systems of secondary supervisory instruments and automation equipment.

In-plant noise existing at the examined productions is constant, broadband, with sound level prevalence for certain equipment both at high and low frequencies. Sound volumes depend on equipment type, power, capacity, its functioning regime, on a way in which it is erected on its base and on its connection to pipelines.

Comparative characteristics of in-plant noise intensity at the examined productions didn't reveal any specific discrepancies between them. Rank distribution of the equipment as per level of noise it generates revealed that heating
furnaces were the noisiest, compressors and pumps followed (Table 1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of measuring</th>
<th>Sound volume, dBA</th>
<th>Higher than MPV, dBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heating furnaces</td>
<td>95–99</td>
<td>Ha 15–19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor houses</td>
<td>92–96</td>
<td>Ha 12–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump chambers</td>
<td>85–94</td>
<td>Ha 5–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor plants</td>
<td>80–85</td>
<td>Ha 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundproofing cabins</td>
<td>60–63</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator rooms</td>
<td>58–60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MPV is maximum permissible volume; dBA is corrected sound power volume.

Sound volumes produced by heating furnaces reached up to 95-99 dBA which was 15-19 dBA higher than maximum permissible volume (MPV) with maximum sound energy being at 25-500 Hz frequencies.

Noise in compressor houses was 12-16 dBA higher than MPV, mostly at lower frequencies. Noise in pump chambers was constant, broadband and with high frequency. Its volumes fluctuated within wide range from 85 to 94 dBA depending on a pump type, its capacity and functioning regime.

Noise volumes at outdoor plants amounted to 80-85 dBA and it was 5 dBA higher than MPV. Noise volumes in soundproofing cabins and in closed compressor houses were within 60-63 dBA. Noise volumes in operator rooms also didn't exceed MPV and were equal to 58-60 dBA.

Organic synthesis production involves shift work; each shift crew usually consists of processing equipment operators, pumps and compressors operators, and SI and AE mechanics. Technological process at the examined production was a continuous one and therefore working regime included three 8-hour shifts, one shift being a night one.

Processing equipment operators as per their job description had to manage technological process parameters which were shown either on computer screens or control panels in operator rooms. Besides, processing equipment operators controlled the state of the equipment and communications located both on outdoor plants and inside workshops. According to timing research a processing equipment operator spent approximately a half of his work shift in an operator room. Our research results revealed that noise volumes in operator rooms were considerably lower than MPV. Processing equipment operators had to perform maintenance inspection of technological equipment so they periodically left operator rooms up to 6 times a shift (20% of total shift time) and went directly to the equipment which was located both in workshops and on outdoor grounds. As per accomplished timing research processing equipment operators worked under intense noise conditions up to 50% of total shift time.

Technological process in up-to-date ethylbenzene-styrene production is continuous, its control is fully automated, and all technological operations are automatically managed so manual labor is totally excluded. Time period which workers have to spend in close proximity to technological equipment has decreased considerably due to complex mechanization and automation and it makes workers' exposure to adverse production factors less probable.

Workers at the examined production sometimes had to be near outdoor plants when a visual inspection or minor repair was required. Processing equipment operators left operator rooms to perform a maintenance inspection of the equipment and it happened 2 or 3 times a shift and took about 10% of total shift time. Calculated equivalent noise volume allowing for the time spent directly at "noise-making" equipment at the up-to-date production didn't exceed MPV and amounted to 75-78 dBA.

Calculated equivalent noise volumes for processing equipment operators employed at ethylene-propylene production amounted to 85-88 dBA and corresponded to the 3rd class with the 2nd hazard and danger category; they amounted to 83-85 dBA at ethylbenzene-styrene production with small capacity which corresponded to 3.1 hazard and danger class. Equivalent noise volumes at phthalic anhydride production didn't exceed any hygienic standards.
and corresponded to the acceptable class 2 (table 2).

A group of pumps and compressors operators was the second in number (about 20% of all workers). Their job responsibilities included maintenance inspections and control over technological pumps and compressors functioning. As per timing data pumps and compressors operators spent up to 70-80% of their total shift time near technological equipment. They also could perform minor and routine repair. Pumps and compressors operators employed at up-to-date ethylbenzene-styrene production spent from 30 to 50% of their total shift time inside pumping and compressor units. They also spent about 10-20% of their total shift time in operator rooms and soundproofing cabins where they made records in logs, spoke on the phone and discussed various production issues.

Pumps and compressors operators were under noise exposure during 70% of their total shift time and as a rule that noise volumes were 12-16 dBA higher than MPV. Allowing for the exposure time we can determine equivalent noise volumes at working places of pumps and compressors operators as having adverse working conditions of 3.2 hazard and danger class.

We should note that in spite of high in-plant noise volumes registered at production with large capacity, calculated equivalent noise volume for pumps and compressors operators allowing for the time spent directly at "noise-making equipment" was 5 dBA higher than MPV which corresponded to 3.1. hazard and danger class (table 2).

The next occupational group in petrochemical production was SI and AE mechanics. They were responsible for maintenance of both "primary" devices (thermometers, flowmeters, pressure gauges) placed directly at equipment and "secondary" ones with their readings displayed on control panels.

SI and AE mechanics spent about 12.3-15.5% of their total shift time on "primary" devices maintenance and about 70-75%, on "secondary" ones. Supervisory instruments in contemporary computerized manufacturing have rather complicated design, therefore mechanics are to be highly qualified. They performed maintenance inspections, routine repair and devices taring, filled up ink into recorders, replaced diagrams etc., in operator rooms. As for outdoor plants, there mechanics replaced pads in devices and columns in chromatographs which registered quality of products in flows. SI and AE mechanics underwent production factors impacts at levels which were considerably lower than permissible levels during 85% of their work shift. Calculated equivalent noise volume was considerable lower than permissible one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Working conditions class in terms of noise impacts intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Processing equipment operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene-propylene</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylbenzene-styrene (small capacity)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylbenzene-styrene (small capacity)large</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohols (butanol and 2-ethylhexanol)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phthalic anhydride</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working conditions assessment in terms of intensity of noise impacts exerted on workers employed at organic synthesis production

High levels of noise impact make hearing loss evolvement in workers quite probable. Occupational hearing loss parameter is equal to 3.2 ‰ per 10,000 workers.

As we examined hearing organs of workers employed at petrochemical production we thought it advisable to highlight a group with so called pre-clinic form of occupational damage which we called "people with signs of noise impact on hearing organs" [2,11].

313 people employed at petrochemical production (19.6±1.0% of total number of
workers exposed to in-plant noise) had signs of noise impact on hearing organs.

Signs of noise impacts on hearing organs were most frequently detected in pumps and compressors operators in comparison with other basic occupational groups (24.7±1.6%); processing equipment operators followed (15.7±1.4%).

We detected statistically significant discrepancies in frequency with which noise impacts on hearing organs occurred in basic occupational groups in comparison with SI and AE mechanics. However, the most apparent discrepancies were detected in pumps and compressors operators as the analyzed parameter in them had authentic discrepancies even when their working period was less than 10 years (p<0.001), and they became more and more persistent as their working period grew.

Statistically authentic discrepancies in processing equipment operators groups were detected only after 10 years of work (p<0.001). And as their working period under noise exposure grew, discrepancies became statistically more and more significant.

Dynamics related to working period and describing frequency with which signs of noise impacts on hearing organs occurred is given in Table 3.

As we can see from the given data, generally there are common trends in all the groups. However, it is obvious that noise impacts prevalence among pumps and compressors operators even with rather short working period is substantially higher than in other groups and this trend remains during the whole analyzed working period.

More drastic growth in signs frequency among processing equipment operators is observed after 10 years of work although the total parameter level remains a bit lower than in pumps and compressors operators.

Such dynamics (signs growth) is almost completely absent in SI and AE mechanics occupational group (taken as a control one).

Table 4 gives values of relative risks causing occurrence of signs showing noise impacts on hearing organs in occupational groups. The given data show that relative risk is considerably higher than 5, and it means that the examined effect is almost completely caused by impacts exerted by intense in-plant noise with etiological fraction (EF) varying from 81 to 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working period, years</th>
<th>Number of people with detected signs of noise impacts, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pumps and compressors operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>*19.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>*22.3 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 and more</td>
<td>*29.4 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totally</td>
<td>*24.7 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Discrepancies are statistically authentic: *p<0.001

Table 4

Relative risk (RR) causing occurrence of signs showing noise impacts on hearing organs in occupational groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working period, years</th>
<th>Relative risk (RR) causing occurrence of signs showing noise impacts on hearing organs in occupational groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pumps and compressors operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 and more</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totally</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, clinical-hygienic research revealed that increased levels of in-plant noise impacts at the examined productions caused risk of occupational diseases evolvement in hearing organs.
The conducted research gave ground for implementation of a set of activities aimed at noise reduction; these activities included noise reduction means at sources of its occurrence and means of protection from it on the way it spreads.

We can name such most efficient collective protectors against noise as application of low-noise technological equipment, acoustic means application (sound insulation, sound absorption etc.), remote control, as well as rational labor and rest regime.

But bearing in mind that collective protectors can’t always reduce noise volume at working places, we think it’s necessary to apply individual protectors of hearing organs (ear phones, ear plugs etc.).

Medical care and occupational rehabilitation of people with occupational hearing loss also play a very important role in sensory hearing loss prevention. Qualitative and regular medical supervision allowing for noise volume and working period at petrochemical production will help to 1) increase a time period during which signs showing noise impact exerted on hearing organs transfer into actual hearing loss; 2) reduce occupational losses among workers under noise volumes which are higher than maximum permissible one and to prolong productive working period.
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